™

Clean & Clear Plus
Cartridge Filter

Crystal clear water…
effortlessly

Standard features include:
● Four-cartridge design simplifies element removal and

extends time between cleanings.
● Secure clamp ring for safe and easy access to cartridges
and internal parts.
● Easily accessible 11/2" drain located to ensure
complete draining.
● Fiberglass reinforced polypropylene tank is strong and
corrosion resistant.

Looking for top-end filter performance with the lowest
maintenance? Look at a cartridge filter. This long-proven
design uses special filter elements to strip particles from
pool water with great effectiveness…particles so small
they are measured in microns…particles the human eye
cannot even detect.
Maintenance? Open the top. Remove the cartridge.
Hose it off. That’s it.
But all cartridge filters aren’t the same. And the secret
to the most effective filters is the design and consistency
of the cartridge itself. Are the materials manufactured
for the utmost consistency of all surfaces to block and
trap the maximum amount of solids? Are the most
durable materials used to maximize the cartridge’s life? Is
maximum surface area designed-in to capture the most
dirt and provide the longest periods between cleanings?
All Pentair filters feature cartridges made to demanding
specifications under the strictest quality control standards.
This ensures they produce the cleanest and clearest
water while standing up for the long run.
Clean & Clear PLUS filters also feature the ultimate
in surface area with four cartridges in a single system
for extremely long service between cleanings. Their
commercial-grade performance can keep even large,
heavily used pools clean and sparkling day in and day out.

™

Clean & Clear Plus
Cartridge Filter

Four cartridges in a
compact design
Clean & Clear PLUS cartridge filters feature four polyester
cartridges that hold enormous amounts of dirt, yet are easy
to clean. For ease of maintenance, the fiberglass reinforced
tank halves are secured with an innovative clamp ring.

Additional features include:
● Bulkhead fittings for easy installation.
● Continuous internal air bleed prevents air build-up to

maintain optimum filtration capability at all times.
● 2" plumbing for maximum flow.
● Single-piece base and body for strength, stability, and

years of dependable service.
● 10-year tank warranty. See warranty for details.

Clean & Clear Plus—Cartridge Filter
Model
Filter
Vertical*
Number Area Sq. Ft. Clearance

Filter
Flow Rate GPM
Diameter Res.** Comm.

Turnover Capacity-Res.(Gallons)
6hrs.
8hrs.
12hrs.

CCP 240

240

56”

21.5”

150

90

54,000

72,000

108,000

CCP 320

320

62”

21.5”

150

120

54,000

72,000

108,000

CCP 420

420

68”

21.5”

150

150

54,000

72,000

108,000

CCP 520

520

74”

21.5”

150

150

54,000

72,000

108,000

*Required clearance to remove filter elements
**Maximum flow rate

Ask your Pool Professional about Pentair’s
comfort and convenience options to add a
whole new dimension to your pool living:
automatic sanitizers
automated controls
heaters
automatic cleaners
automated color lighting
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